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Document Management

Revision History

Version Date Version Details

1.0 November 1, 2021 initial version

1.1 November 5, 2021 review after fixes

1.2 November 9, 2021 review after modifications to
the Owner contract

1.3 November 29, 2021 review after modifications
regarding the permits and
the gasless transfer
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Project summary

Name EURL v2 Smart Contracts

Source
Repository Revision

https://gitlab.com/sceme/EURLv2 b6062abbecc05c09a58c77a5276
a6080313a3fd8

ca3c28c6bc3feb926c5743ac20c3
7975005e9a6f

412aa18b5417f05871191410496c
d97c9c8762e1

468723e054f281b76f2a5f9079fb8
b0ea9991c17

a88abf06f44f5627931044fc35300
ecf659f0664

Methods Code review,
Behavioural analysis,
Unit test coverage analysis,
Manual penetration testing
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Coverage and scope of  work
The audit was focused on an in-depth analysis of the stablecoin implementation,

as well as its interaction with managers contracts. The main targets of the analysis

were the following smart contracts:

● FA2_token/eurl.py

● administrator/administrator.py

● fees_manager/fees_manager.py

● master_minter/master_minter.py

● owner/owner.py

● reserve/reserve.py

Out of Scope:

● FA1.2_token/eurl.py

We have conducted the audit under the following criteria:

● Consistency between the behavior of the contract and its description

● Behavioural analysis of smart contract source code

● Checks against our database of vulnerabilities, and manual attacks against

the contract

● Manual code review and evaluation of code quality

● Unit test coverage analysis

● Analysis of gas usage.

The audit was performed using manual code analysis. Once some potential

vulnerabilities were discovered, manual attacks were performed to check if they

can be easily exploited.
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Smart contracts overview
EURL v2 smart contracts have been developed using SmartPy language for the

Tezos blockchain. They offer the ability to dynamically instantiate FixedSwap

pool-based smart contract sets.

This is the second version of stablecoin, built upon an FA2 token. Modifications to

the token extend the original functionality and do not contradict the TZIP-012

standard.

Additionally EURL v2 allows gasless transfer, where the user signs the data, but

the transaction is sent by another client.

There are several roles represented in the contract:

● User - an actor that holds and transfers stablecoin. In the current version,

there is no limitation for users to participate, but fraud users can be locked

by the administrator that will forbid tokens transfer

● Administrator - can change other managers and can forcefully transfer

tokens from fraud user accounts

● Owner - can change administrator and can create new stablecoin token

● Fees manager - calculates fees for the transfer operation

● Rights manager - validates that a user or a minter is allowed to perform an

operation. Not implemented in the current version

● Minter - can mint or burn tokens

● Master minter - extends minter functionality with the ability to add or

remove common minters
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Executive overview
Apriorit conducted a security assessment of EURL v2 to evaluate its current state

and risk posture.

This security assessment was conducted in October-November 2021 to evaluate

the exposure to known security vulnerabilities, to determine potential attack

vectors, and to check if any of them can be exploited maliciously.

Summary of strengths

Building upon the strengths of the available implementation can help better

secure it by continuing these good practices. In this case, a number of positive

security aspects were readily apparent during the assessment:

- The code and project files are well structured, which makes them easy to

read and maintain. The code is self-explanatory. The naming policy makes

instructions understandable

- Verification errors have a custom explanation

- The contracts perform only the declared functionality

- The contracts are developed using up-to-date SmartPy compiler

- The main execution flow is covered with autotests that check operations on

the testnet.

Summary of discovered vulnerabilities

During the assessment, no high-risk or medium-risk vulnerabilities were

discovered which indicated good attention to security in the implementation.

Overall, 2 low vulnerabilities were discovered. They are related to a typo in the

code and potential vulnerability that currently can not be exploited. Finance

operations are performed securely. All found vulnerabilities were fixed during the

audit.
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The chart below shows the distribution of findings discovered during the

assessment.
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Summary of Low Risk Vulnerabilities and Recommendations

For more detailed information on all of the findings discovered, refer to the

detailed findings section (Appendix A: Detailed Findings) of the report.

Table 1:  Low Risk Vulnerabilities

Risk

Rating
Finding Name Recommendation Status

Low risk
Potential

intermediate

function call

It is recommended to add operation
protection

FIXED

Low risk
Typo in

cross-contract

interaction

It is recommended to fix a typo in the
entrypoint name

FIXED
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Security rating

Apriorit reviewed Lugh security posture in regards to the EURL v2 smart contract,

and Apriorit consultants identified security practices that are strengths as well as

vulnerabilities that create low risks. Taken together, the combination of asset

criticality, threat likelihood, and vulnerability severity have been combined to

assign an assessment grade for the overall security of the application. An

explanation of the grading scale is included in the second table below.

In conclusion, Apriorit recommends that EURL continues to follow good security

practices that are already established and further improves security posture by

addressing all of the described findings.

Table 2. Report card

Project High Medium Low Security Grade

EURL v2 0 0 0 Highly Secure A

Table 3. Security grading criteria

Grade Security Criteria Description

A Highly

Secure

Exceptional attention to security. No high or medium risk

vulnerabilities with a few minor low risk vulnerabilities.

B Moderately

Secure

Good attention to security. No high risk vulnerabilities

with only a few medium or several low risk vulnerabilities.

C Marginally

Secure

Some attention to security, but security requires

improvement. A few high risk vulnerabilities were

identified and can be exploited.

D Insecure
Significant security gaps exist. A large number of high risk

vulnerabilities were identified during the assessment.
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Code review and recommendations
A list of best practices was formed to write clear and understandable code

through the years of software development. Following these recommendations

make maintenance easier.

During the assessment, the code of the contracts was compared against our list of

best practices. As a result of the code review, the following recommendations

were formed. All recommendations were reviewed and most of them were fixed.

Two recommendations were declined, rejection reasons are listed down below.

FIXED 1. Duplicated code lines

With a constant modification of the code, some lines can be accidentally

duplicated. It is recommended to remove duplicates.

Affected code: eurl.py, line 61

DECLINED 2. Different limit logic

Multisignarute contracts have different limit logic. Where administrator and

reserve contracts require exactly 2 signatures, master_minter requirement is

“more or equal to one”. Due to the logic of creating a proposal, all three contracts

require two signatures to perform an operation.

These differences may be confusing, so it is recommended to implement limit

logic in the same way in all contracts.

Rejection reason: These rules come from specific operational and financial

requirements from Lugh and regulators, hence cannot be modified.

FIXED 3. Long code lines

It is more comfortable to read the code if it extends only in one dimension. The

presence of a horizontal scroll is an indication that the code lines have grown

pretty wide.

It is recommended to follow some limit of line width, for example - 180 symbols.
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FIXED 4. Local variables

Local variables allow using calculated values repeatedly, instead of repeatedly

performing the calculations over the code.

For example, after compilation, transfer_gasless() entrypoint does not use the

result of unpack_transfer_data() method, but instead it duplicates this calculation

14 times. With a little modification in line 351, this calculation will be performed

only once:

operation_data = sp.compute(self.unpack_transfer_data(params.b))

It is recommended to use local variables instead of python variables for

continually used calculated values.

Details: https://smartpy.io/docs/general/variables/

DECLINED 5. Lazy entrypoints

On entrypoint execution, all code of the contract is loaded. The exception is lazy

entrypoints, that are loaded on demand. On average, usage of lazy entrypoints

may reduce gas consumption by 1.5 - 2 times.

Details:

https://smartpy.io/docs/introduction/entry_points#lazy-and-updatable-entry-points

Rejection reason: Lazy entrypoints modify the storage, and may cause

compatibility issues with wallets such as Temple to reference the EURL token.

FIXED 6. Different master_minter condition

Mint() and burn() entrypoints in EURL contract, check if the sender is a master

minter in a different way. It is recommended to always use is_master_minter().

Affected code: eurl.py, line 544, and line 567.

FIXED 7. Magic Numbers

A Magic Number is a hard-coded value that may change at a later stage, but that

can be therefore hard to update. It is recommended to use named constants.

Affected code: fees_manager.py, calculateFees()
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Test coverage analysis
Unit tests are an essential part of smart contracts development. They help to find

problems in the code that are missed by the compiler, before deploying the

contract to the blockchain.

During the audit, the percentage of unit tests coverage for each of the contracts

was evaluated. The results are presented in the table below.

Table 4. Unit tests coverage

Contract Coverage

administrator 55 %

master_minter 81 %

owner 92 %

reserve 77 %

fees_manager 73 %

eurl 72 %

The main flow of execution was fairly covered, but it is recommended to also

cover all exceptional scenarios.

Table 5. Administrator contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

accept

with set_fees_manager operation OPEN

with set_rights_manager operation OPEN

with updateAmountFee operation OPEN

with updateStorageFee operation OPEN

with updateThreshold operation OPEN
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checkSigner with failed condition OPEN

checkProposal with failed condition OPEN

checkRestriction with failed condition OPEN

Table 6. Master Minter contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

checkSigner with failed condition OPEN

accept with update_allowance operation OPEN

checkRestriction with failed condition OPEN

Table 7. Owner contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

checkSigner with failed condition OPEN

Table 8. Reserve contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

checkSigner with failed condition OPEN

checkProposal with failed condition OPEN

checkRestriction with failed condition OPEN

Table 9. Fees Manager contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

updateThreshold as not admin OPEN
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updateStorageFee
as admin OPEN

as not admin OPEN

Table 10. EURL contract uncovered test cases

Function Description Status

set_rights_manager
as admin OPEN

as not admin OPEN

set_fees_faucet
as admin OPEN

as not admin OPEN

transfer with nonexistent token id OPEN

transfer_gasless

with paused contract OPEN

with nonexistent token id OPEN

with locked account OPEN

add_minter try to add duplicate OPEN

remove_minter
try to remove nonexistent OPEN

as not master minter OPEN

update_allowance try for nonexistent minter OPEN

mint with nonexistent token id OPEN

burn

with nonexistent token id OPEN

insufficient amount OPEN

as not minter OPEN

process_transfer as not fees_manager OPEN
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Appendixes
Appendix A. Detailed findings
Risk rating

Our risk ratings are based on the same principles as the Common Vulnerability

Scoring System. The rating takes into account two parameters: exploitability and

impact. Each of these parameters can be rated as high, medium, or low.

Exploitability - What knowledge the attacker needs to exploit the system and

what pre-conditions are necessary for the exploit to work:

● High - Tools for the exploit are readily available and the exploit requires no

specialized knowledge about the system.

● Medium - Tools for the exploit are available but have to be modified. The

exploit requires some specialized knowledge about the system.

● Low - Custom tools must be created for the exploit. In-depth knowledge of

the system is required to successfully perform the exploit.

Impact - What effect the vulnerability will have on the system if exploited:

● High - Administrator level access and arbitrary code execution or disclosure

of sensitive information (private keys, personal information).

● Medium - User-level access with no disclosure of sensitive information.

● Low - No disclosure of sensitive information. Failure to follow

recommended best practices that does not result in an immediately visible

exploit.

Based on the combination of the parameters the overall risk rating is assigned to

the vulnerability.
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Smart contracts discovered vulnerabilities

Issues fixed during audit

FIXED Low risk Potential intermediate function call

Description:

Cross-contract interaction in Tezos is a potential point of attack. A contract that

uses callback logic should be able to handle calls that were not originated by it.

Current execution flow for transferring looks as follows:

eurl::transfer_gasless() ->
fees_manager::calculateFees() ->
eurl::process_transfer()

Currently, fees_manager does a callback to the caller and in that way assures that

if calculateFees() is called manually, it will not change anything in the EURL

contract. But with the possibility to change fees_manager, it can not be

guaranteed that in some future update this part will be unchanged.

Affected code:

FA2_token/eurl.py, 363: process_transfer()

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add operation protection logic. Example:

@sp.entry_point
def transfer_gasless(self, params):

...
self.data.transfer_operation = True
self.process_fees(...)

@sp.entry_point
def process_transfer(self, params):

sp.verify(self.data.transfer_operation)
self.data.transfer_operation = False
...
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FIXED Low risk Typo in cross-contract interaction

Description:

It is required to specify an entrypoint name in order to be called from another

contract. SmartPy compiler does not check the code for such errors, so it should

be reviewed manually.

Affected code:

owner.py, line 69: set_dministrator

Recommendation:

It is recommended to fix a typo in the entrypoint name. Also, consider using a

spell-checking tool in your IDE to prevent such mistakes.
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Appendix B. Methodologies description
Smart contracts security checks

Apriorit uses a comprehensive and methodical approach to assess the security of

blockchain smart contracts. The following steps are taken to find vulnerabilities,

expose weaknesses and identify deviations from the accepted best practices in

the assessed applications. Notes and results from these testing steps are included

in the corresponding section of the report.

Our security audit includes the following stages:

1. Discovery. The first step is to perform reconnaissance and information

gathering, to decide how resources can be used in the most secure way. It is

important to obtain a thorough understanding of the smart economics,

logic of smart contracts, and the environment they operate within, so tests

can be targeted appropriately. Within this stage, the following tasks are

done:

a. Identify technologies

b. Analyze the specification, whitepaper, source base of smart contracts

c. Create a map of relations among the smart contracts.

d. Research structure of the smart contracts storage.

e. Research and analyze standard implementations for the functionality

2. Configuration Management. The configuration of the smart contracts is

analyzed.

3. User Management and User permissions. The majority of smart contracts

have to manage individual users and their permissions. Most of the smart

contracts split users permissions for contracts owner, administrator, etc.

Within this stage, the following tasks are done:

a. Determine whether all functions can be called only by expected role.

b. Review the user management functions and role assignment

c. Review permissions for each role

4. Data Validation. Inputs to the smart contracts from users or other smart

contracts are its operational life-blood but are also the source of the most
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high risk attacks. These steps ensure that data provided to the application is

treated and checked. All cases of invalid or unexpected data should be

handled appropriately.

5. Efficiency check. Each function uses some amount of gas during the call. In

case of gas shortage or overlimit, the smart contract function call will be

failed. Chipper smart contracts will be more interesting for users because

no one wants to waste money. So all the functions should be optimized

regarding the gas usage.

6. High-quality software development standard support. The standard

requires the teams to follow the best practices of coding standards. This will

help to avoid or mitigate against the most common mistakes during

development that will lead to security vulnerabilities in the smart contracts.

It will also help with traceability and root cause analysis. This stage includes:

a. Manual code review and evaluation of code quality

b. Unit test coverage analysis.

7. Internal function protection. Contract vulnerabilities are often introduced

due to the semantic gap between the assumptions that contract developers

make about the underlying execution semantics and the actual semantics of

smart contracts. The internal function should not be available for a call from

the outside because it can lead to inconsistency or unacceptable changes of

the storage. Within this stage, the following known vulnerabilities are

checked:

a. The unauthorized contract function call by view callback

b. The unauthorized intermediate function call
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